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INTRODUCTION TO THE CONFERENCE
CEDA Dredging Days is the flagship conference of the Central Dredging Association (CEDA) and is one of the
main events on the dredging industry calendar. It’s widely considered to be the primary forum for leading
researchers, and industry experts, to share ideas, discuss challenges and consider potential solutions.
The conference is well-attended by professionals representing the entire cross-section of the dredging field,
from across the CEDA (EMEA) region and beyond, so it is also appreciated for the exceptional networking
opportunities it offers.

CEDA Dredging Days 2019 will be held from 7-8 November
2019, in Rotterdam Ahoy, the Netherlands. Marking the
end of CEDA’s 40th anniversary year, the conference and
exhibition will again take place alongside Europort, which is
firmly established as one of the best of the world’s leading
maritime technology exhibitions. The two events together
provide a great opportunity for delegates to update on the
latest thinking, see technological advances first-hand, and
network with their peers – all in one place.
The CEDA Dredging Days programme follows its successful
format of contributed peer-reviewed technical paper
sessions, academic and interactive sessions, a Young CEDA
pitch talks session, and a technical exhibition.
CEDA Dreging Days 2019 promises to be one of the most
important technical events in the dredging professionals’
calendar – so book your place and join the debate.

WHO WILL BE THERE?
CEDA Dredging Days is always well attended
by practitioners, scientists and academics, who
represent:
n Port, coastal and environmental authorities
n Developers and owners of water

infrastructure projects
nRegulators
nEnvironmental organisations
nConservation bodies
nDredging contractors
nConsultants
n Designers and builders of dredging and

ancillary equipment
n Academic and research institutions

Venue and Dates
CEDA Dredging Days 2019 will be held from
7-8 November 2019, in Rotterdam Ahoy,
Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
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THE Programme
Day 1, Thursday 7 November
08:00 	Registration desk open
09:30 	SESSION 1 – OPENING AND KEYNOTE SPEECHES
Chair: Cees van Rhee - Delft University of
Technology, the Netherlands
Opening remarks
Polite Laboyrie, CEDA President - Witteveen+Bos,
the Netherlands
Introduction
Prof. Dr. Cees van Rhee, Technical Papers and
Programme Committee Chairman - Delft University
of Technology, the Netherlands
Panel discussion
Energy transition: the views in our dredging
community
In this panel discussion several “captains of industry”
will give their views on the challenges, pros and
cons of the energy transition in our industry.
The panel will represent the full width of our
dredging industry: contractors, governments, port
authorities, consultancies, suppliers, knowledge
infrastructure.
Featured CEDA presentations
Effective contract selection: CEDA’s guide to
optimised contracting methods
Charles Wilsoncroft, on behalf of the CEDA Working
Group on Effective Contract/Procurement Type
Selection - HKA, UK
Practical considerations for project owners on
soil investigation
Kathleen De Wit, on behalf of the CEDA Dredging
Management Commission (DMC) - IMDC, Belgium
Energy efficiency of dredging projects and
equipment
Paul Vercruijsse, on behalf of the CEDA Working
Group on Energy Efficiency - DEME, Belgium

10:55 	Coffee and tea served in the exhibition area
11:25	SESSION 2 – PROJECTS AND PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Chair: Dirk Roukema - Blue Pelican Associates, the
Netherlands
Production estimates are key to budgets and
schedules
Burgmans SH, Brevet R and Miller G - In2Dredging,
Australia
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An assessment of the comparability of the CIRIA
dredging cost standards to industry market rates
Sheehan C and Holmes L - Anthony D Bates
Partnership, United Kingdom
Dredging in Monaco: challenges and solutions
Kapela C - Egis Ports, France; Van Slambrouck T - Jan
de Nul, Belgium
State-of-the-art spraying – case study
CenterPoint of Indonesia project
Betman MHJ and Dykstra C - Royal Boskalis
Westminster, the Netherlands

13:00 	Lunch in the exhibition area
14:15 SESSION 3 – INTERACTIVE SESSION
Facilitated by: Mike van der Vijver - MindMeeting,
the Netherlands
Presented by: Thomas Vijverberg,
Daniël Ouddeken, and Michelle McLinden-Nuijen,
Hydronamic/Boskalis, the Netherlands

15:45 	Coffee and tea served in the exhibition area
16:15 	SESSION 4 – LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN
DREDGING TECHNOLOGY
Chair: Niels Borgers - Smals Dredging, the
Netherlands
Water injection dredging and fluid mud trapping
pilot in the Port of Rotterdam
Kirichek A - Deltares, the Netherlands; Rutgers R Port of Rotterdam, the Netherlands
Next generation marine aggregate dredger
as platform for innovation and basis for fleet
renewal
De Hoogh F, Rietveld J and de Roo M – Damen
Shipyards, the Netherlands; Williams M - CEMEX UK
Marine, UK
Behaviour of quartz sand with varying moisture
contents and particle size distributions
Ave T, Heijnen S, Rasch TLA, van der Wal KDI and
Helmons RLJ - Delft University of Technology, the
Netherlands

17:30 CEDA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
18:00 CEDA NETHERLANDS RECEPTION
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THE Programme
Day 2, Friday 8 November
08:00 	Dredging Days registration desk open

12:20 	Lunch in the exhibition area

09:00 SESSION 5 – ACADEMIC RESEARCH

13:35 	SESSION 7 – YOUNG CEDA PITCH
TALKS

Chair: Jort van Wijk - IHC MTI, the Netherlands
3D CFD modelling of hopper sedimentation
De Wit L - Svašek Hydraulics, the Netherlands
Slurry transport in a channel with
TwoPhaseEulerFoam
Schouten TD, Keetels GH and van Rhee C - Delft
University of Technology, the Netherlands
Unstable behaviour of a sand cap placed over a
weak sensitive clay deposit
Martinelli M, Luger D, Talmon A and Galavi V Deltares, the Netherlands
Experimental study on rock cutting with a
pickpoint
Rutten T, Chen X and Miedema SA - Delft University
of Technology, the Netherlands; Liu G and Hong G
- CCCC National Engineering Research Center of
Dredging Technology and Equipment, China

10:35 	Coffee and tea served in the exhibition area
11:05 	SESSION 6 – LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN
DREDGING TECHNOLOGY
Chair: Johan Pennekamp - Deltares, the Netherlands
Energy storage system size estimation for hybrid
dual fuel powered dredging vessels
Mestemaker BTW, van den Heuvel HN and
Gonçalves Castro MB - Royal IHC, the Netherlands
Modelling cutterhead and soil interaction for a
cutter suction dredger in waves
Blanken A and Los JG - Royal IHC, the Netherlands
Cutter head spillage when dredging sand or
gravel
Miedema SA and Nieuwboer BJ - Delft University of
Technology, the Netherlands

Young CEDA will be hosting a pitch talks session; a
dynamic series of 7/8 short and sharp presentations.
The pitch talks aim to provide students and
young professionals with a platform to present
their ongoing work, expose their ideas to a broad
expert audience and get immediate feedback and
inspiration.

14:35 	Coffee and tea served in the exhibition area
15:05 	SESSION 8 – ASSESSING AND MANAGING
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
Chair: Thomas Vijverberg - Royal Boskalis
Westminster, the Netherlands
On the application of OBS measurements on
mixed sediments and the coupling to fixed
turbidity limits
Bundgaard K - NIRAS, Denmark; Lumborg U - DHI,
Denmark
A GIS-tool to identify ecosystem services
delivered by smart sediment management
strategies
Boerema A, Van der Biest K, Vrebos D and Meire P
- University of Antwerp, Belgium; Taal M - Deltares,
the Netherlands; van Holland G - IMDC, Belgium;
Mestdagh S and Ysebaert T - NIOZ, the Netherlands;
Roose F - Department of Mobility and Public Works,
Belgium
Applying the ecosystem service concept to
Waterborne Transport Infrastructure
Hack JH - TU Darmstadt, Germany; Apitz S – SEA
Environmental Decisions, UK; Boerema A - University
of Antwerp, Belgium; Boon A - Deltares, the
Netherlands; Cofrancesco A - U.S. Army Engineer
Research and Development Center, USA; De Boer G
- Royal Haskoning DHV, the Netherlands; Fuchs E
- Bundesanstalt für Gewässerkunde, Germany;
Guannel G - The Nature Conservancy, USA; Hopper D
- New South Wales Government, Australia; Moulaert I
- Jan De Nul, Belgium; Krebs M - Wasserstraßen- und
Schifffahrtsamt Emden, Germany; Touzinsky K - US
Army Corps Headquarters, USA
Mapping water quality with drones - test case in
Texel
De Keukelaere L, Moelans R, Knaeps E and Strackx G
- VITO, Belgium; Lemey E - Jan de Nul, Belgium
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THE Programme
Day 2, Friday 8 November
16:40 	PRESENTATION OF THE IADC YOUNG
AUTHORS’ AWARD
René Kolman, Secretary General IADC - International
Association of Dredging Companies, the
Netherlands

16:45 CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS
Prof. Dr. Cees van Rhee, Technical Papers and
Programme Committee Chairman - Delft University
of Technology, the Netherlands

16:55 Farewell drinks
The CEDA Dredging Days 2019 Technical Papers and
Programme Committee reserves the right to adjust or change
the programme if necessary.

Academic Session
This dedicated session, within the technical programme, is
part of CEDA’s continued support of young professionals.
University and college students, and young professionals,
are encouraged to present papers on any topic related to
dredging and its associated activities.

IADC Award
The International Association of Dredging Companies’
(IADC) Young Authors Award will be presented to an author
under 35 years of age for the best conference paper.

Proceedings
The proceedings, containing the conference papers, will
be distributed to all registered delegates at the start of the
conference and available later on CEDA’s digital library of
proceedings on the website.

Official Language
English will be the official language of the conference.

INTERACTIVE SESSION
Following the enthusiastic response of CEDA Dredging
Days attendees, the interactive session is now a
standard component of the CEDA Dredging Days
technical programme.
During this year’s session we will focus on interactions
with stakeholders in project design and construction.
Dredging projects literally turn water into land and
land into water. As a consequence, there are often
many stakeholders involved with a multitude of
interests and backgrounds. This is why such projects
are usually complex and high-profile. Thoughtful
management of these varied interests is essential
to a project’s operational, reputational and financial
success. Effective incorporation of their interests can
only be achieved by early, and inclusive identification,
and the selection and appropriate engagement of
stakeholders.
During the session, we will explore and experience
what it means to engage stakeholders, in practice, and
what benefits it can bring. We will draw on the recently
published CEDA/IADC book: Dredging for Sustainable
Infrastructure, and the highly acclaimed interactive
session on stakeholder involvement in the conference,
in November 2018, which celebrated the launch of the
book.
The session will be educational, inspirational,
invigorating and lots of fun!
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Social Programme
The traditional CEDA Netherlands Reception will take place
on the evening of the first day of the conference. This is a
relaxing opportunity for delegates to meet colleagues, make
new contacts, and catch up with old friends.

EUROPORT 2019
CEDA Dredging Days 2019 is held in association with
EUROPORT 2019, the exhibition for maritime technology,
which will be held at Rotterdam Ahoy from 5-8 November
2019.

STUDENT PROGRAMME

For further information please visit: www.europort.nl.

The CEDA Dredging Days student programme is organised
and co-ordinated by Young CEDA and enables promising
students to attend the conference and exhibition. Under the
programme CEDA offers 50 free registrations to graduate
and post-graduate students. These are granted to students
who have shown great affinity with dredging technology
within their studies. The free registrations will be offered
to more than 20 European universities and institutions of
higher professional education.

SPONSORSHIP

Those students who are not eligible for the student
programme can still attend CEDA Dredging Days 2019 at a
significantly reduced rate of € 50 (excl. VAT). Students who
would like to participate in the programme, and whose
universities may not have been approached by Young CEDA,
are advised to contact the Young CEDA Chair, Peter de Looze,
at youngceda@dredging.org.

Sponsoring CEDA Dredging Days 2019 offers a valuable
opportunity to be visible to professionals, stakeholders and
key players, in the dredging and hydraulic construction
fields. It also offers the opportunity to associate your brand
with this prestigious event and to demonstrate that your
company is an active member of the CEDA community.
For information and a personalised sponsorship proposal
please contact the Conference Secretariat.

Book your place now
Registration Fees
Members of CEDA, EADA and WEDA*__________ € 625
Non-members ____________________________ € 875
Speakers_________________________________ € 500
PhD students _____________________________ € 400
Students (undergraduates)**_________________ € 50
The above fees are exclusive of the additional VAT (21%)
* All individual members and employees of corporate members
of CEDA are eligible for registration at the member’s rate.
** Student registration is only accepted on receipt of letter of
endorsement and a copy of the student card.
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Accommodation
Blocks of hotel rooms have been reserved at special
Europort rates in a variety of hotels for delegates and
speakers. For details, and to make a reservation, please
go to the conference website.
Important: reservations should be made in good time,
as there will be many visitors in Rotterdam during the
Europort 2019 week.

Register online at
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TECHNICAL DREDGING EXHIBITION
To complement the conference, a technical exhibition will be located in the area adjacent to the technical session
room. The central location of the exhibition area will provide organisations with an excellent opportunity to
present their products and services to a select and focused group of international experts and decision-makers.
The exhibition will be open throughout the conference.

Exhibitor Package

6
5

 technical pitch: the opportunity to
n a
showcase a particular product/service,
that addresses a relevant technical
challenge, in a short (2 min) technical
pitch in one of the conference technical
sessions

4

 poster presentation: display a
n a
technical poster on one of the dedicated
boards that will be situated around the
exhibition area

2

8

9

7

10

3

 invitations for exhibitors’ special
n 8
guests to visit their stand during the
technical sessions. For the first time this
will be available to a limited number
of exhibitors’ clients who are not
attending the conference. This will allow
exhibitors to make the most of their
time when the technical sessions are
running.

ARRIVAL

New for 2019

Coffee/Tea

11

13

12

14

CONFERENCE HALL
1

16

15

Elevator

ARRIVAL

The standard package includes: 2m x 3m
stand, a fascia board (30cm high) with
company name, one table (80cm x 80cm)
with two chairs, one basic electrical outlet
(220V), two spotlights, two exhibition
staff registrations (including lunch and
refreshments during breaks), and company
information (maximum 100 words) in the
conference programme booklet and on the
conference website.

Registration

For full details, please contact the Conference
Secretariat. Exhibition space is limited and is
assigned on a first come, first served basis.

Please note: only exhibition staff registered for the
conference will be admitted to the technical sessions.
Exhibition staff will be invited to the reception on Thursday
evening, and the farewell drinks on Friday afternoon.
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ABOUT CEDA
CEDA is an established authority and the leading independent
forum for the professional dredging community and
associated industries in Europe, Africa and the Middle-East.
It represents dredging professionals and organisations from
government, academia and business in the region and fosters
and promotes the understanding and advancement of
dredging to the wider community. Drawing on the collective
knowledge of its members, and as an impartial body, CEDA
regularly gives expert advice to government and international
regulatory bodies.
CEDA members are representatives of consultancies, research
and educational institutions, port authorities, government
agencies, dredging contractors, designers and builders
of dredging vessels, suppliers of ancillary equipment and
organisations providing a whole range of related services.
CEDA is part of the World Organisation of Dredging
Associations (WODA). CEDA’s two sister associations, WEDA
(Western Dredging Association) and EADA (Eastern Dredging
Association), serve the Americas and Asia, Australia and the
Pacific region respectively.

TECHNICAL PAPERS AND
PROGRAMME COMMITTEE
Cees van Rhee, Delft University of Technology,
the Netherlands (Chair)
Niels Borgers, Smals Dredging, the Netherlands
Johan Pennekamp, Deltares, the Netherlands
Dirk Roukema, Blue Pelican Associates,
the Netherlands
Marc Sas, IMDC, Belgium
Thomas Vijverberg, Royal Boskalis Westminster,
the Netherlands
Jort van Wijk, IHC MTI, the Netherlands
Mark Winkelman, Damen Dredging Equipment,
the Netherlands
Lieske Zalden, Hamburg Port Authority,
Germany

COORDINATING COMMITTEE
Polite Laboyrie, CEDA, Witteveen+Bos,
the Netherlands
Anna Csiti, CEDA, the Netherlands

ABOUT YOUNG CEDA
Young CEDA represents youthful CEDA
members and gives them easy access to a
unique network of young professionals in the
field of dredging (research institutes, universities,
industry, governmental authorities and consultants).
Young CEDA provides members with plenty of
opportunities to exchange ideas, gain new technical
insights, interact with older or more experienced fellow
dredging enthusiasts and colleagues and expand
networks with valuable new contacts to
enhance their careers. And finally Young
CEDA members aim to have fun!!

ENQUIRIES
Sylvia Minten
CEDA Dredging Days 2019 Conference Secretariat
Rotterdamseweg 183c
2629 HD Delft, the Netherlands
E: sylvia@mintenprojectmanagement.nl
T: +31 (0)61 660 3947
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